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Background
In Announcement 24, the State Administration of Taxation (SAT) clarifies
certain aspects of the rules on the direct and indirect disposal of Chinese
equity interests by non-resident enterprises. This announcement gives further
guidance on the timing of the realisation of capital gains from direct disposals,
the meaning of open market acquisition and disposition of listed securities and
the meaning of the effective tax burden on disposal of shares in offshore
holding companies. Announcement 24 also simplifies the procedure for
complying with the offshore indirect disposal rules. However, the
announcement does not touch on the important question of what will
constitute an abuse of the organisational structure by a foreign investor and
the tax treaty implications of the offshore indirect disposal rules.
The rules on offshore indirect disposal are contained in the circular, Guo Shui
Han [2009] No. 698 (Circular 698). Basically, according to Circular 698, where a
foreign investor disposes of an equity interest in an enterprise in China by
selling shares in an offshore holding company, the foreign investor will be
required to notify the Chinese tax authority of such disposition where the
relevant criteria are met; where the foreign investor is found to have abused its
organisational structure with a view to avoiding Corporate Income Tax (CIT)
liability, the Chinese tax authority is empowered to re-characterise the share
transfer transaction based on its economic substance and deny the existence
of the offshore holding company. For details, please refer to China alert 2010
Issue No. 1 and PRC Non-resident enterprise series 2010 Issue No. 1.
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The key points of Announcement 24 and our comments on them are set out
below:
1.

How to decide the timing of realisation of the gain from a direct
disposal of equity interest where the sales proceeds are paid by
instalments

According to Announcement 24, where a non-resident enterprise directly
disposes of an equity interest in a resident enterprise in China and the contract
or agreement for the transfer of the equity interest adopts an instalment
payment method, the non-resident enterprise shall recognise the realisation of
the revenue when the contract or agreement becomes effective and the
procedure for changing the ownership of the equity interest is completed.
It is not clear from Announcement 24 what it is meant by the changing of the
ownership of the equity interest is completed. One way of interpreting this rule
is that the change of the ownership is completed when the Ministry of
Commerce or the local authorised office has approved the transfer of the
equity interest. In practice, it is advisable to clarify this issue with the tax
authority in charge.
2.

What is it meant by “securities in Chinese resident enterprises that
are bought and sold in open stock exchanges” as mentioned in Article
1 of Circular 698?

According to Article 1 of Circular 698, “income from the transfer of equity
interests” refers to income derived from the transfer by non-resident
enterprises of equity interests in resident enterprises in China (not including
securities in Chinese resident enterprises that are bought and sold in open
stock exchanges).
Announcement 24 states that such excluded transfers refer to transactions
where the counterparties, quantities and prices of the purchase and sale of the
securities are not agreed in advance by the buyers and sellers and are
determined in accordance with the ordinary trading rules of open stock
exchanges.
It follows that the purchase and sale of listed securities by pre-identified
buyers and sellers via contracts directly entered into by them should not fall
within the scope of the excluded transfers, and the gain from such transfer
may still be subject to CIT. However, Announcement 24 does not clarify, in the
case of offshore indirect disposals, whether the exclusion provisions refer to
the equity interests in the Chinese resident enterprises or the shares in the
offshore holding companies or both.
3.

What is it meant by “foreign investors (effective controlling parties)”
as mentioned in Articles 5, 6 and 8 of Circular 698?

According to Articles 5, 6 and 8 of Circular 698, where foreign investors
(effective controlling parties) indirectly transfer equity interests in resident
enterprises in China, the former shall notify the Chinese tax authority of such
transfers where the relevant criteria are met. Where the foreign investors
(effective controlling parties) are found to have indirectly transferred the equity
interests in the Chinese resident enterprises via arrangements such as the
abuse of their organisational structures without any reasonable commercial
objectives, thus avoiding CIT liability, the Chinese tax authorities can
re-characterise such transactions based on their economic substance and deny
the existence of the offshore holding companies. Where foreign investors
(effective controlling parties) transfer the equity interests in several onshore or
offshore holding companies at the same time, the Chinese resident
enterprises whose equity interests are being transferred shall provide the
Chinese tax authority with the entire transfer contracts as well as the
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sub-contracts that affect the Chinese resident enterprises themselves. Where
there are no such sub-contracts, the Chinese resident enterprises shall provide
the Chinese tax authorities in charge with the detailed information on each and
every offshore holding company involved in the entire transfer, accurately
identifying the transfer prices for the Chinese resident enterprises.
Announcement 24 states that “foreign investors (effective controlling parties)”
in the context of the abovementioned provisions refer to all the investors that
indirectly transfer the equity interests in the Chinese resident enterprises. In
other words, such investors are not confined to those which have effective
control over the Chinese resident enterprises only. As such, even non-resident
enterprises which indirectly have minority interests in the Chinese resident
enterprises will be subject to the rules in Circular 698.
4.

What is it meant by “effective tax burden” and “do not impose
corporate income tax” as mentioned in Article 5 of Circular 698?

According to Article 5 of Circular 698, where foreign investors (effective
controlling parties) indirectly transfer equity interests in resident enterprises in
China, the former shall, within 30 days of the conclusion of the contracts for
the transfer of equity interests, notify the Chinese tax authority of such
transfers if the countries or territories in which the offshore holding companies
whose shares are being transferred have an “effective tax burden” of less
than 12.5 percent or “do not impose corporate income tax” on the offshore
income of their residents.
Announcement 24 states that “effective tax burden” refers to the effective tax
burden in respect of the income from the transfer of the equity interests. In
other words, the concept of effective tax burden in this context does not refer
to the effective tax burden of the foreign investors (effective controlling parties)
as a whole and only that in respect of the income derived from the transfer of
the equity interests in the offshore holding companies.
Announcement 24 also states that “do not impose corporate income tax”
refers to the non-imposition of corporate income tax on the income from the
transfer of equity interests. In other words, the concept of non-imposition of
corporate income tax on offshore income does not apply to the offshore
income of the foreign investors (effective controlling parties) other than that
from the transfer of equity interests.
5.

What if two or more foreign investors indirectly dispose of the equity
interests in a Chinese resident enterprise at the same time?

According to Announcement 24, where two or more foreign investors dispose
of the equity interests in a Chinese resident enterprise at the same time, one
of the foreign investor may notify the Chinese tax authority in charge of the
Chinese resident enterprise of the indirect disposal in accordance with Article 5
of Circular 698. In other words, that one foreign investor may represent the
other foreign investors in making the notification and providing the relevant
information.
6.

What if a foreign investor indirectly transfers equity interests in two
or more Chinese resident enterprises that are not located in the same
province or municipality at the same time?

According to Announcement 24, where a foreign investor indirectly transfers
equity interests in two or more Chinese resident enterprises at the same time,
and the Chinese resident enterprises are not in the same province or
municipality, the foreign investor may choose to notify the Chinese tax
authority in charge of one of the Chinese resident enterprises only in
accordance with Article 5 of Circular 698. In that case, the provincial or
municipal tax authority of that location will co-ordinate and discuss with the tax
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authorities from other provinces or municipalities to decide if the transfers
should be subject to tax, and report the outcome of the discussion to SAT. If it
is decided that tax will be imposed, the foreign investor shall, however, pay the
tax to the tax authorities in charge of the Chinese resident enterprises
separately.
Presumably, combining the rules mentioned in Points 5 and 6, where two or
more foreign investors indirectly dispose of two or more Chinese resident
enterprises at the same time, one of the foreign investors may choose to
notify the tax authority in charge of one of the Chinese resident enterprises of
the transfers only.
KPMG observation
Announcement 24 basically only addresses certain implementation issues in
relation to the notification and tax settlement requirements and procedures in
Circular 698. The announcement has given greater clarity on the question of
the taxation of the transfer of listed securities and the concept of effective tax
burden in the context of notification of indirect disposals. It has also simplified
the notification procedure where there are two or more foreign investors or
where there are two or more Chinese resident enterprises whose equity
interests are the subject of transfer.
However, critical matters such as what will constitute the abuse of
organisational structures and what will qualify as reasonable business
objectives are not dealt with. Announcement 24 also does not cover the issue
of the tax treaty implications of indirect disposals. For example, where the
foreign investor resident in a country that has a tax treaty with China disposes
of shares in an offshore holding company that holds shares in a Chinese
resident enterprise, it is not clear at present as to whether the tax treaty
between China and the foreign investor’s country will apply, should the
Chinese tax authority deny the existence of the offshore holding company.
There is also the question as to whether a non-resident enterprise will be able
to obtain foreign tax credit from its country’s tax administration if it pays CIT on
indirect disposal under Circular 698. Therefore, non-resident enterprises may
resort to seek advice from the competent authorities in their countries before
agreeing to settle any tax liability under Circular 698. It is likely that SAT will
issue circulars to deal with more fundamental issues arising from the
implementation of Circular 698.
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